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Tales take on the colours, smells and clothes of faraway people and

T

starts afresh and every tale is told anew.

meaning military camp. The market town was important in the

the tollgate at the Marvel. Yet, it was not a village like the others.
At the foot of the castle, Troubladours from all over Europe came

century. The town belonged to the lords of Parthenay.
nervous illnesses caused by fear.
marshland soldiers was terrible and it has been said that several

an American from Colorado, parachuted by mistake onto Pougneplace is full of stories and legends. The Nombril du Monde park is

hidden in the mine, where the villagers brought him food and

. The church, now disused,
of the 13th century, it is a listed historical monument because
of the choir and the nave.
which
is situated in front of the church, is the point of departure for

century. It is now the property of the commune and is a listed

April to October.

. The park is open from

tales and stories.

evidence and wrote his famous thesis ‘The Navel, Why? How?’ His

Unfortunately the work disappeared along with its author in

required to start the tale reactor. He thought the machine would
point with tales and stories and sadly there were not enough tales

du Monde’ with the impulse of the Poitevin story teller, Yannick
du Nombril every two years in the even numbered years. The
organisers base the programme around the art of the spoken word
benaiserie (well-being in Parlhange, the
local dialect) and on conviviality. In odd numbered years, the
Nombril du Monde organises a season of story telling, theatre and
music.
villagers could choose street names for the streets and roads in
the commune.

medieval chateau, its Merveille (Marvel), the mine pit, its stream
la femme, the origin of happy
events. Together these two market towns form the historical belly
of the birth of the stories of the world.

space capsule in order to study the links between the stars and

